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Abstract
Given multiple labeled source domains and a single target domain, most existing
multi-source domain adaptation (MSDA) models are trained on data from all domains
jointly in one step. Such an one-step approach limits their ability to adapt to the target domain. This is because the training set is dominated by the more numerous and
labeled source domain data. The source-domain-bias can potentially be alleviated by
introducing a second training step, where the model is fine-tuned with the unlabeled target domain data only using pseudo labels as supervision. However, the pseudo labels
are inevitably noisy and when used unchecked can negatively impact the model performance. To address this problem, we propose a novel Bi-level Optimization based
Robust Target Training (BORT2 ) method for MSDA. Given any existing fully-trained
one-step MSDA model, BORT2 turns it to a labeling function to generate pseudo-labels
for the target data and trains a target model using pseudo-labeled target data only. Crucially, the target model is a stochastic CNN which is designed to be intrinsically robust
against label noise generated by the labeling function. Such a stochastic CNN models each target instance feature as a Gaussian distribution with an entropy maximization
regularizer deployed to measure the label uncertainty, which is further exploited to alleviate the negative impact of noisy pseudo labels. Training the labeling function and the
target model poses a nested bi-level optimization problem, for which we formulate an
elegant solution based on implicit differentiation. Extensive experiments demonstrate
that our proposed method achieves the state of the art performance on three MSDA
benchmarks, including the large-scale DomainNet dataset. Our code will be available
at https://github.com/Zhongying-Deng/BORT2

1

Introduction

Deep convolutional neural networks (CNNs) have advanced significantly in the past decade.
In particular, when trained with a large quantity of annotated data [5], CNNs have achieved
remarkable performance gains over conventional non-CNN-based methods in almost all
© 2022. The copyright of this document resides with its authors.
It may be distributed unchanged freely in print or electronic forms.
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Figure 1: Our method vs. conventional MSDA methods. Top: Conventional MSDA models
are trained in one step using all domains aiming to extract domain-agnostic features. Bottom:
Our method adds a second step training using the target domain data only. Concretely, the
first-step model is fine-tuned to become a labeling function providing supervision for the
final target MSDA model (yellow). A stochastic CNN layer is introduced in the final model
to make it robust against label noise in the pseudo labels produced by the labeling function
on the target data. Both CNNs (labeling function and final model) are learned jointly as a
bi-level optimization problem consisting of an inner and outer loop, which is solved using
implicit differentiation.

computer vision tasks, including image classification [10, 11, 25, 27], semantic segmentation [15] and object detection [23]. However, this exceptional performance relies on the
I.I.D. assumption that the training and test data come from the same underlying distribution independently. When a trained model is applied to data from a different distribution to
the training set, its performance often drops significantly. This issue is known as domain
shift [2], and domain adaptation methods are developed to address it. A variety of unsupervised domain adaptation (UDA) methods have been proposed [1, 3, 9, 16, 17, 28, 31]. Early
UDA studies have been focused on the single-source setting [7, 9, 29], i.e., adapting a model
trained on a single labeled source domain to an unlabeled target domain. Nonetheless, when
annotated data collected from multiple source domains are available, training with multiple
source domains is expected to help. Therefore, the multi-source domain adaptation (MSDA)
setting has received increasing attention since it was first introduced in [22].
Most MSDA methods [22, 30, 31, 37] adopt an one-step training strategy. As shown in
Figure 1, they learn models with a shared backbone to extract domain-agnostic features. In
this way, different domains can be aligned in a common feature space. However, completely
aligning all the domains in one space is extremely difficult and sometimes even counterproductive [22]. This is because an one-step MSDA is prone to be biased to the source
domains. In particular, since the source domains data are typically in larger quantity (multiple sources vs. one target) and are of higher quality (labeled vs. unlabeled), the one-step
trained model would naturally favor the source domains. For instance, it has been observed
that the batch norm statistics in a learned MSDA model can be highly source-domain biased [4, 20]. Since a MSDA model is only intended to be used in the target domain, such a
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bias thus must be addressed.
A naive way to alleviate this source-domain-bias is to introduce a second training step
using the unlabeled target domain data only. Concretely, given an one-step MSDA model
fully trained using both source and target domain data, the model is fine-tuned in the second
step with the target domain data only. Since the target data are unlabeled, a self-training
strategy is required, e.g., one can use the pseudo labels generated by the current model for
the second-step training in an iterative fashion. Indeed, we find empirically that given any
existing one-step MSDA model, adding a simple pseudo-label based second step training
consistently brings a boost to its performance.
Though such a naive two-step approach can alleviate the source-domain-bias, it brings
about another source of bias, i.e., the bias toward erroneous pseudo labels. More specifically,
a well-trained first-step MSDA model would not be able to label all target domain data correctly. Otherwise, no second-step adaption is necessary in the first place. These noisy labels,
once used directly as supervision, can amplify/re-enforce their bias through the iterations.
Simply introducing a threshold to use the model confidence as a pseudo label quality measure can help to a certain extent. But again if we can fully trust the current model to tell us
which label is correct, we perhaps do not need the second-step model adaption to start with.
In this work, we propose a novel bi-level optimization based robust target training (BORT2 )
method for two-step MSDA (see Figure 1). In the first step, an existing one-step MSDA
model is adopted and full-trained on both source and target domains. In the second step,
BORT2 uses it as a labeling function to generate pseudo-labels for the target domain data.
The model is then trained using the pseudo-labeled target data only.
We introduce two novel designs to tackle the pseudo-label noise bias. First, the target
model is designed to be robust against any noisy labels generated by the labeling function.
Specifically, we introduce a stochastic CNN layer in the target model which models each
target instance feature as a Gaussian distribution, consisting of a data dependent mean and
variance. We then employ an entropy maximization loss to learn different feature uncertainties (i.e., variances caused by label noise) of different instances as per [33, 34]. With this
uncertainty measure built in, it is now possible for the target model to identify and subsequently reduces the impact of the noisy labels on model training.
Second, we propose to train both the labeling function and the target model alternatively
in a bi-level optimization with an efficient implicit differentiation based solution. That is,
the first step (labeling function) and second step (target model) training becomes the outer
and inner loops of a nested optimization that alternates between the two steps/loops. In this
way, the labeling function can also be improved to produce less noise. However, solving
this bi-level optimization problem is non-trivial for two reasons. (a) The labeling function, a
deep CNN itself can now be viewed as a set of ‘hyper-parameters’ for the target stochastic
CNN model. Nevertheless, ‘hyper-parameter’ optimization [18] typically requires a proper
validation set for the outer loop learning objective. In our case, the target domain data is
only pseudo labeled with noise, which may harm the optimization when directly used in a
validation set. Our solution is to take advantage of the intrinsic uncertainty measure of our
stochastic CNN to provide the outer loop learning signal. Concretely, in the inner loop we update the target model using the pseudo labels generated by the labeling function. We employ
Gumbel-softmax [12] here when generating the pseudo labels to enable the differentiation of
the labeling function. The outer loop computes the predicted feature entropy (uncertainty) of
the current training (mini-batch) data using optimized target model in the inner loop. Given
that smaller feature uncertainty usually implies an higher probability of accurate labels [33],
the predicted feature uncertainty is minimized to help optimize the labeling function. (b) The
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hyper-parameters in our cases are the model parameters of a deep CNN, so are in the order
of millions thus posing problems for gradient propagation. To overcome this challenge, we
use the Neumann series based implicit function theorem [18] in our bi-level optimization to
avoid the computational overload of caching the inner loop optimization trajectories, while
maintaining the model convergence in the inner loop optimization.
We make the following contributions: (i) We propose to adopt a two-step training strategy for MSDA to overcome the source-domain-bias and observe empirically that even a
naive pseudo-label based two-step approach brings clear performance boost to a variety of
existing MSDA models. (ii) To deal with the noisy pseudo labels used for the second-step
training, we further propose a novel noise robust training method termed BORT2 , which exploits stochastic CNN for robustness against label noise, and bi-level optimization with joint
labeling function training. (iii) We show that the proposed BORT2 is model agnostic and applicable to any base DA methods (verified with six different MSDA methods). State-of-theart performance is obtained on three popular MSDA benchmarks, including Digit-Five [37],
PACS [13] and DomainNet [22].

2

Related Work

Single-Source Domain Adaptation. Most single source domain adaptation methods alleviate domain shift by aligning feature distributions between the source and target domains.
Some works achieve such feature alignment by minimizing different distance measures, such
as maximum mean discrepancy (MMD) [9, 16] or Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence [38].
Some other works employ adversarial training, such as the classic domain adversarial training like DANN [8] and the more recent prediction discrepancy based feature/classifier adversarial training, e.g., MCD [24]. Our method does not aim for source-target feature alignment.
Instead, we focus on how to effectively utilize the target domain to train a model without
source bias.
Multi-Source Domain Adaptation (MSDA). MSDA tackls more practical senerio where multiple source domains are available. Most MSDA methods still attempt to align feature distributions of different domains by using a shared backbone [22, 31, 35]. MDAN [35] and
DCTN [31] exploit domain adversarial training by training multiple domain discriminators
for different source-target domain pairs. M3 SDA-β [22] introduces the moment-based distribution distance for different domains. CMSS [32] learns a curriculum manager for source
sample selection to enable better source/target alignment. LtC-MSDA [30] explores shared
class knowledge among domains by constructing a knowledge graph on the class-wise prototypes of different domains, and exploits such knowledge for better inference. DAC-Net [6],
which extracts domain-invariant features by imposing a consistency loss on the distributions
of channel attention weights of different domains. DRT [14] turns multiple source domains
into a single source domain problem by using a dynamic model and conduct the feature alignment in a single-source fashion. Since the shared backbone/classifier inevitably introduces
source bias, MDDA [36] and STEM [21] adopts different backbones/classifiers for different
domains. Although multiple backbones can alleviate the source bias, they introduce more
parameters, especially when there are multiple source domains in MSDA. Different from
these single-step MSDA methods, our work takes a different perspective to alleviate the domain shift and propose a two-step training pipeline. Benefiting from the novel noise robust
training scheme, our model can be trained on the target domain only, resulting in better
performance than those one-step alternatives.
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Figure 2: Overview of our BORT2 . It has two training steps. Step 1 trains a labeling function
on both source and target domains. Step 2 trains a target model (the yellow CNN) with only
pseudo-labeled target data. The pseudo-labels generated by the labeling function is used
for supervised training of the noise-robust target model in the inner loop. The noise-robust
model is fed with only target images and outputs predictions for cross-entropy calculation. It
models the final feature representation as a Gaussian distribution, with the standard deviation
representing the feature uncertainty caused by label noise. An entropy maximization loss is
used for learning such feature uncertainty. This entropy loss and the cross-entropy loss are
minimized in the inner loop to optimize the noise-robust model. Here, the labeling function
is actually a hyper-network for optimizing the noise-robust model. So in the outer loop, we
estimate the hyper-parameters of the labeling function for better label quality via bi-level
optimization, which is achieved by minimizing the feature uncertainty.

3

Methodology

In this section, we will introduce the details of our proposed two-step training pipeline for
MSDA, including first a naive two-step MSDA method and then our main contribution, the
noise robust target model training method BORT2 . The overall training pipeline of BORT2
is shown in Figure 2 and Algorithm 1.
Problem Setting. This paper focuses on multi-source domain adaptation (MSDA) for image
classification. In MSDA, it is typically assumed that there are K labeled source domains
S = {S1 , ..., SK } to adapt to an unlabeled target domain T . Each source domain has NSk
S

S

NS

image and label pairs {(xi k , yi k )}i=1k . The target domain only contains unlabeled images
T
T = {xiT }Ni=1
yet shares the same label space as the source domains. A model is then trained
on D = S1 ∪ ... ∪ SK ∪ T jointly and evaluated on a test set of the target domain.
Two-Step Training. Our two-step training pipeline includes a normal MSDA training step
using both source and target domain data, and a pseudo label based target domain only
training step. This pipeline is designed to alleviate the source domain bias.

3.1

First-Step MSDA Training

Let us denote the training model Fθ , which is parameterized as θ . In the first training step of
a two-step pipeline, the MSDA model is learned with the supervision loss from the source
domain data and an adaptation loss to align the source and target domains. The overall
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optimization objective is formulated as
arg min
θ

∑

Lce (Fθ (xs ), ys ) + Lda (Fθ (xs ), Fθ (xt )),

(1)

xs ,ys ∼S ,xt ∼T

where, Lce is a cross entropy loss, and Lda is a domain adaptation loss such as adversarial
training [8] and moment matching [22]. This covers most existing MSDA methods. We also
introduce FixMatch-CM in Supplementary as a new variant of first-step MSDA method.

3.2

Naive Second-Step Training

As shown in our experiments (see Sec- 96
BORT
Vanilla
Target Re-training
MLRT2
tion 4), a simple second step target do- 94
main training using pseudo labels can 92
already bring clear improvement on per- 90
formance, given a variety of existing 88
MSDA models (see Figure 3 for a high- 86
light). Let us give some details on this 84
naive training method. Note that, in the 82
M SDA-β
DANN
MCD
M3SDA-β
DRT
FixMatch FixMatch-CM
second training step, there are no labels
from the target domain data. Therefore,
Figure 3: The performance of six one-step MSDA
to train a model on the target domain
methods (Vanilla) on PACS is improved by a naive
only, taking a naive approach, we first
second-step target re-training. Our BORT2 further
generate the predictions p = Fθ (x), x ∼
improve the performance significantly.
T using the MSDA model trained in
Section 3.1. We then convert p to “hard” labels:
2

3

ŷ = arg max(p).

(2)

Inspired by FixMatch [26], we also put a threshold τ to select the most confident “hard”
labels. Meanwhile, we initialize a target domain model MΨ using Fθ , with MΨ trained as
arg min
Ψ

3.3

1
1(max(pi ) ≥ τ)Lce (MΨ (xi ), ŷi ).
|T | ∑
i

(3)

Bi-Level Optimization Based Noise-Robust Target Training

Even after thresholding, the pseudo labels generated for the naive approach is still noisy.
Our BORT2 is designed to solve two outstanding problems in the naive approach: 1) how
to train a noise-robust model on the pseudo-labeled target domain with label noise. And 2)
how to improve the labeling function further to provide higher-quality pseudo-labels. Two
mechanisms are formulated in BORT2 to solve these two problems respectively.
3.3.1

Stochastic Feature Uncertainty Modeling.

Inspired by the noisy-label learning methods in [33, 34], we introduce stochastic modeling in
the fully-trained first-step model Fθ to turn it into a robust final model MΨ that can cope with
the noisy pseudo labels used for supervision. More specifically, we introduce a stochastic
layer to the final feature output of Fθ . Such a layer models each instance feature zli produced
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by the l th (final) feature layer of Fθ as a Gaussian distribution, i.e. zli ∼ N(µi , σi2 ), in which
µ, σ are generated as
(4)
µ = fΨµ (zl−1 ), σ = fΨσ (zl−1 ),
where zl−1 = f l−1 ◦ · · · ◦ f 1 (x) = fΨ0 (x), and f i is a feature layer. fΨµ , fΨσ are the learnable
layers that output µ, σ . x is the input with a pseudo label ŷ sampled from the training set
{x, ŷ}i . And, a reparameterization trick is employed for enabling the back propagation as
zi = µi + σi · ε, where ε ∼ N(0, I). Then, a classifier gΨ1 (.) is followed to classify zi . The
learning objective formula of the robust final model MΨ is
1
1(max(pi ) ≥ τ)Lce (gΨ1 (zi ), ŷi ) + λ Lment ( fΨσ ( fΨ0 (xi ))),
|T | xi∑
Ψ={Ψ0 ,Ψµ ,Ψσ ,Ψ1 }
∼T
(5)
consisting of a cross-entropy loss Lce and an entropy maximization loss Lment (σi ) = (m −
∑ log(σi ))+ where m is a margin to bound the uncertainty. During the optimization, the
optimizer will choose to assign larger standard deviation to the noisy labels as it will cancel
its learning signal out, otherwise the loss will be enlarged significantly [33]. In other words,
the model is able to automatically identify those uncertain therefore noisy instance labels
and discount their influence on model training.
arg min

3.3.2

Ltrn =

Bi-level Optimization of Labeling Function.

In this section, we will introduce how we further improve the labeling function to generate
better-quality pseudo labels. The final model MΨ is trained with the pseudo labels generated by the first-step model Fθ . This means that the trained model is conditioned on the
pseudo labels, i.e., the labeling function Fθ . Optimizing the function Fθ thus becomes an
‘hyperparameter’ optimization (HO) problem, which can be formulated as

argmin Lval argmin Ltrn (MΨ , Ttrn ; Fθ ), Tval ,
(6)
θ

Ψ

where θ can be regarded as the hyperparemters of model MΨ . Ttrn and Tval are training and
validation sets respectively, and Lval is the validation objective minimized to optimize θ .
In this bi-level optimization, the inner loop learning objective Ltrn is the same as Eq. (5),
except that the pseudo-label ŷi is generated by using Gumbel-Softmax [12, 19] as ŷi =
GumbelSoftmax(Fθ (xi )) to enable the back-propagation of Fθ in the outer loop optimization.
Note that, typically Tval is a held-out validation set, which is used to compute the validation
loss of the best-response model[18] MΨ to optimize the hyperparameters θ . However, in our
case the target domain data is only pseudo-labeled with noise. Directly using a validation set
constructed from those noisy pseudo labels will harm the outer loop optimization.
In the entropy maximization in Eq. (5), we know that the optimizer will choose to assign larger entropy (uncertainty) to the noisy labels. Therefore, the entropy can be explicitly
used as a measure of how noisy a predicted label is. That is to say, labels with lower uncertainty are more likely to be accurate labels. Thus, we choose to use the entropy loss as our
validation loss in Eq. (6), i.e.

1
∗
Lval (MΨ
, Tval ) =
log( fΨ∗σ ( fΨ∗0 (xi ))) ,
∑
∑
(7)
|Tval | xi ∼Tval
where Ψ∗ = argminΨ Ltrn (MΨ , Ttrn ; Fθ ) is the converged model in the inner loop under the
hyperparameter θ . Note that we use Tval = Ttrn here. Our objective is to optimize the labeling
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Algorithm 1: Training Procedure of BORT2

1

input : Training data {(xiS1 , ySi 1 ), ..., (xiSK , ySi K )}Bi=1 , {xiT }Bi=1 .
output: The target domain model Mψ .
while not converge do
Update labeling function Fθ via any existing MSDA methods.
end
while not converge do
Update target domain model Mψ via Eq. (5).
Bi-level optimization for labeling function Fθ :
Inner loop optimization according to Eq. (5) with Gumbel-softmax.
Outer loop optimization via minimizing Eq. (6) using Neumann
approximation [18].
end

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

function such that the predicted feature uncertainty of training data is low when using the
generated labels from the labeling function. Therefore, it makes more sense to validate the
feature uncertainty of the training set for the sake of optimizing our labelling function.
During the outer optimization, the hypergradient [18] of θ is computed as
∂ Lval (MΨ∗ )
∂ Lval ∂ MΨ∗
=
,
∂θ
∂ MΨ∗ ∂ θ
where

∂ Lval
∂ MΨ∗ can be straightforwardly computed using existing deep learning tools,
 ∂ 2 Ltrn −1 ∂ 2 Ltrn
∂ MΨ∗
∂ MΨ∗
× ∂ Ψ∂ θ according to
∂ θ can be decomposed into ∂ θ = − ∂ Ψ∂ Ψ

(8)
e.g. Py-

Torch.
Implicit
Function Theorem [18]. Computing the inverse Hessian is not tractable in the high dimensional space. Therefore, we use a recently published Neumann approximation [18].

4

Experiments

We experiment on three popular MSDA datasets, including PACS [13], Digit-Five, and DomainNet [22]. The experimental setting are provided in Supplementary Material.

4.1

Comparative Results

Table 1: MSDA results on PACS. Best results
Competitors We compare our method are in bold.
with the following competitors introduced Method
Art. Cartoon Sketch Photo Avg.
99.53 99.84 99.53 99.92 99.71
in Section 2: DANN [8], MCD [24], Oracle
81.22 78.54 72.54 95.45 81.94
MDAN [35], DCTN [31], M3 SDA-β [22], Source-only
MDAN [35]
83.54 82.34 72.42 92.91 82.80
LtC-MSDA [30], DAC-Net [6], CMSS [32], DCTN [31]
84.67 86.72 71.84 95.60 84.71
MDDA [36], DRT [14] and STEM [21]. M3 SDA-β [22] 84.20 85.68 74.62 94.47 84.74
86.73 86.24 77.56 93.89 86.11
Most of these methods try to reduce domain MDDA [36]
gap via a one-step training, thus can hardly LtC-MSDA [30] 90.19 90.47 81.53 97.23 89.85
DAC-Net [6]
91.39 91.39 84.97 97.93 91.42
alleviate source-domain-bias.
BORT2 (Ours) 95.02 94.51 93.23 98.74 95.38
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Table 2: MSDA results on Digit-Five. * denotes that standard deviations are not reported in
the paper.
Method
Oracle
Source-only [32]
DANN [8]
DCTN [31]
MCD [24]
M3 SDA-β [22]
CMSS [32]
LtC-MSDA [30]
DRT [14]
DAC-Net [6]
STEM [21]*
BORT2 (Ours)

MNIST
99.5±0.03
92.3±0.91
97.9±0.83
96.2±0.80
96.2±0.81
98.4±0.68
99.0±0.08
99.0±0.40
99.3±0.05
99.2±0.03
99.4
98.8±0.08

USPS
99.1±0.05
90.7±0.54
93.4±0.79
92.8±0.30
95.3±0.74
96.1±0.81
97.7±0.13
98.3±0.40
98.4±0.12
98.7±0.11
98.4
98.4±0.08

MNIST-M
95.0±0.29
63.7±0.83
70.8±0.94
70.5±1.20
72.5±0.67
72.8±1.13
75.3±0.57
85.6±0.80
81.0±0.34
86.0±0.44
89.7
93.0±0.06

SVHN
90.7±0.26
71.5±0.75
68.5±0.85
77.6±0.40
78.8±0.78
81.3±0.86
88.4±0.54
83.2±0.60
86.7±0.38
91.6±0.16
89.9
91.9±0.19

Synthetic
97.8±0.02
83.4±0.79
87.3±0.68
86.8±0.80
87.4±0.65
89.6±0.56
93.7±0.21
93.0±0.50
93.9±0.34
97.1±0.18
97.5
97.5±0.08

Avg.
96.4
80.3
83.6
84.8
86.1
87.6
90.8
91.8
91.9
94.5
95.0
95.9

Table 3: MSDA results on DomainNet.
Method
Oracle
Source-only [22]
DANN [8]
DCTN [31]
MCD [24]
M3 SDA-β [22]
CMSS [32]
LtC-MSDA [30]
DRT [14]
DAC-Net [6]
STEM [21]
BORT2 (Ours)

Clipart
79.7±0.16
47.6±0.52
45.5±0.59
48.6±0.73
54.3±0.64
58.6±0.53
64.2±0.18
63.1±0.50
69.7±0.24
72.5±0.04
72.0
74.0±0.04

Infograph
41.0±0.18
13.0±0.41
13.1±0.72
23.5±0.59
22.1±0.70
26.0±0.89
28.0±0.20
28.7±0.70
31.0±0.56
27.6±0.10
28.2
29.1±0.19

Painting
71.4±0.11
38.1±0.45
37.0±0.69
48.8±0.63
45.7±0.63
52.3±0.55
53.6±0.39
56.1±0.50
59.5±0.43
57.8±0.06
61.5
59.6±0.06

Quickdraw
72.6±0.70
13.3±0.39
13.2±0.77
7.2±0.46
7.6±0.49
6.3±0.58
16.0±0.12
16.3±0.50
9.9±1.03
23.0±0.14
25.7
28.0±0.02

Real
83.7±0.13
51.9±0.85
48.9±0.65
53.5±0.56
58.4±0.65
62.7±0.51
63.4±0.21
66.1±0.60
68.4±0.28
66.7±0.10
72.6
69.3±0.04

Sketch
70.59±0.06
33.7±0.54
31.8±0.62
47.3±0.47
43.5±0.57
49.5±0.76
53.8±0.35
53.8±0.60
59.4±0.21
59.5±0.12
60.2
60.3 ±0.14

Avg.
69.8
32.9
32.6
38.2
38.5
42.6
46.5
47.4
49.7
51.2
53.4
53.4

PACS From Table 1, we can see that BORT2 is superior to these competitors on all four
transfer tasks, leading to an average accuracy of 3.96% improvement over other baselines.
On some difficult setups, such as Sketch and Art Painting as target domains, BORT2 outperforms the second best method by 8.26% and 3.63% respectively. This demonstrate the
strong robustness of our BORT2 under large domain shifts.
Digit-Five As shown in Table 2, BORT2 achieves significant improvement over the previous state-of-the-art methods, e.g. 4% better than DRT in average accuracy, 1.4% than
DAC-Net and ∼1% than STEM. In particular, our BORT2 obtains comparable performance
to the oracle result, demonstrating the high-quality pseudo-labels generated. On the MNISTM domain, BORT2 shows biggest improvement over the other competitors (with 3.3%).
DomainNet Table 3 shows that BORT2 achieves comparable performance with STEM,
but does not adopt classifier ensemble strategy as STEM. In addition, BORT2 beats the other
competitors considerably, with more than 2.2% performance gain. On the most challenging
target domain Quickdraw, our BORT2 obtains more than 2.0% improvement over the other
methods. This further verifies the effectiveness of BORT2 for addressing large domain shift,
thanks to its robust target training.

4.2

Further Analysis

Importance of a Second Step Training. We verify the contribution of our proposed robust
target training here. From Figure 3, we can see that a simple second step target domain
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Figure 4: Sensitivity of λ and m in Lment .
training using pseudo labels improves all six differnet base MSDA methods, resulting in
accuracy improvements of 1.37% on DANN [8], 2.53% on MCD [24], 0.42% on M3 SDAβ [22], 2.21% on DRT [14] and 0.59%, 0.54% on two FixMatch [26] variants (or see #3 vs.
#4 in Table 4). Incorporating our proposed robust training further improves this second step
training, with a up to 2.43% accuracy gain.
Importance of Optimizing Labeling Func- Table 4: Ablation study of BORT2 on PACS.
tion. In the second step of BORT2 , we pro# Methods
Avg
1 BORT2
95.38
pose to optimize the labeling function by
2 BORT2 (w/o bi-level optimization) 94.80
a bi-level optimization. To verify its ef94.43
3 BORT2 (w/o noise-robust model)
fectiveness, we remove the outer loop in
4 FixMatch-CM
93.89
Eq. (7) from #1 but keep the stochastic
modelling. This leads to a model without bi-level optimization, further resulting in a fixed
labeling function. From Table 4 #2 we can see that without this bi-level optimization, the
performance decreases by 0.58% from #1. This indeed shows that optimizing the labeling
function is helpful to improve the quality of pseudo-labels.
Importance of Noise-Robust Training. We further evaluate the noise-robust training used in
the second step of BORT2 by replacing the feature uncertainty based stochastic model in #2
with a vanilla CNN. This leads to a naive second-step training in Table 4#3. Comparing #3
with #2, we observe a performance drop, suggesting that this stochastic modelling is helpful.
Sensitivity of Hyper-Parameters Recall that in our proposed BORT2 , we have two hyperparameters: the weight λ and threshold m in the entropy maximization loss Lment (see
Eq. (5)). We first fix m to 4 and vary λ from 0.001 to 1. The results are in Figure 4
(left panel). It is clear that the performance is generally stable, and the best performance
of 95.38% is obtained at λ = 0.1 ( i.e., log10 λ = −1). We then set λ to 0.1 and adjust m
from 2 to 32. The results (right panel) show that the performance is also insensitive to m,
with the best accuracy achieved at m = 4 (i.e., log2 m = 2).
See Supplementary for more experimental results.

5

Conclusion

We have proposed a novel two-step training method for MSDA task, namely bi-level optimization based robust target training (BORT2 ). BORT2 first learns a labeling function using
both the source and target data, then trains a noise-robust model only on the pseudo-labeled
target domain. The noise-robust model exploits feature uncertainty to detect label noise and
alleviate its negative impact. We further employ a bi-level optimization method to optimize
the labeling function for better label quality. Extensive experiments on three MSDA datasets
demonstrate that our BORT2 achieves new state-of-the-art performance.
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